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Letter 201
Contact With (CB7)
2013-09-01
Dear Dan,
Yesterday morning after work I drove to (L20) at the leading of the Holy Spirit, to see if my
brother (CB7) would be at his local coffee shop hangout.
As I drove up to the store I could see through the window that he was already there seated
at a table with a cup of coffee and a pair of headphones. So occupied, he neither saw nor
heard me as I went into the store and approached his table to sit at an empty chair. As I
started to sit down he saw me. I began to articulate morning verbal pleasantries, but he did
not take off his headphones or say anything in response. And I could see that as he looked
at me, he wrinkled his brow, then scowled slightly. I then got back up to order myself a cup
of coffee. After I was Linished ordering at the counter I turned to sit back down at his table,
but he was gone.
Immediately I inquired of the Lord, and then decided to sit down at a table with my coffee
and Lired up my Macbook Air like I normally do.
While the Air was in the process of very quickly booting, angel Gabe began to explain what
was going on. He explained that the demons (CB7) has on board were being empowered,
literally, by a greater demonic Power that has taken up residence in the community where
(CB7) lives. This is why my brother could not say hello.
The Lord encouraged me to do what I normally do and work on my computer while
enjoying the coffee. But at the same time I could feel spiritual resistance occurring. This was
not severe since I had felt pretty good all night and was actually looking forward to this
time, having already been led by the Lord to do so.
Later, when I was driving away from the store I looked to the left and saw a building. It was
either an ofLice or apartment complex. On the mantle above the main doors in large bold
letters was this word;

"

ONDINE

I turned to angel Gabe and asked; “Is that the Power to which you were referring?”
“Yes,” he afLirmed. After that I went into Berean-analytical mode for a while. Later Gabe said
that the wrestling match had been effective and that Ondine had been defeated.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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